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RIGHT GALLERY WALL
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Craniosynostosis
(Premature fusion of growth plates of the skull)
Scaphocelphaly
(top) Anterior plagiocephaly
(bottom) Trigonocephaly

(vertical images: progression) Bilateral cleft lip repair with columnar (nasal column between nostrils) lengthening

(top) Partial unilateral cleft lip repair
(bottom) Complete unilateral cleft repair

Video of partial unilateral cleft lip repair
Running time, 13:18

(top) Partial bilateral cleft repair
(bottom) Complete bilateral cleft lip repair

BACK OF GALLERY

Anthony Berlet, M.D.

Right back wall
Rhinoplasty

Video of rhinoplasty surgery
Running time, 6:00

Sculptures
(left) Radical mastectomy
(right) Unilateral delayed reconstruction from abdomen with no implants

Three-dimensional reconstructions from actual patient photographs compliments of Direct Dimensions, Inc.

Angled wall
Three generations of eye lid surgery, alteration, rejuvenation and reconstruction

Back wall
Staged facial and scalp reconstruction after trauma using microvascular surgery and tissue expansion

Back left
Staged nasal reconstruction with forehead flap and cartilage grafting following Mohs resection of skin cancer

LEFT GALLERY WALL
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Vertical images
Bilateral immediate breast reconstruction using abdominal flap

Square images
Staged nasal reconstruction following traumatic avulsion from dog bite

Video of pre- and post-op breast enhancement, breast lift and tummy tuck

Calf and ankle liposculpture

Bilateral radical mastectomy followed by delayed reconstruction with abdominal flap and breast implants

Immediate unilateral breast reconstruction using abdominal flap and no implants

THREE-QUARTER WALL
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Breast enhancement